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Picture Above
Joo Yeon Woo, <Traveler’s cup #2>
Digital Pigment Print on Archival Paper, 67 x 100cm
2013

Title: Everything is Art
<ART & COOK – Filling with Arts> Exhibition
A ladle, a water bottle and a noodle bowl are displayed in an art exhibition. A rice bowl in my house can have a
beautiful reinterpretation. So many ordinary things around us instantly become arts. Now, you will find that
everyday living can be artistic and an artistic matter can be a part of your everyday life.
(Main article)
In every holiday season, we find diverse cultural events. Many ordinary people tend to feel a sense of distance
from enjoying cultural events, and cannot easily afford them for financial reasons. Still, people stop to listen to
Salvation Army’s street music and enjoy the peaceful moments with music sounds. Yes. Maybe, dinner shows in
five-star hotels might be too expensive for many of us. However, if you look around, there are many interesting
and meaningful opportunities to expose ourselves to cultural events. Among others, let me introduce <ART &
COOK – Filling with Arts> at Sejong Art Center. You might first ask, “How is cooking an art?” Then, you also might
need to rethink about your prejudice. The world is full of interesting topics and subjects for arts. <ART & COOK –
Filling with Arts> can change your mind as well. This exhibition is the third attempt of reinterpreting cooking
with arts after <Imagining Recipes> in 2006 and <Delicious Arts> in 2011. It is open from December 7th to
January 22nd in 2014 at the main hall and of Sejong Art Center. The concept of the exhibition is ‘Arts in bowls and
bowls in arts’ which reinterprets diverse containers and tools for cooking with artistic ideas.

Don’t ask one single answer. Your idea is the answer!
The exhibition displays total 100 pieces of drawings, photos, ceramics and installations of 17 Korean artists,
including traditional pottery masters to young contemporary artists.
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Picture Above
Kim Hyun Joo, <Disappearing (Hiding bodies out of sight)>
Slip Casting, Installation, 2013
Picture Below
Jung Yeon Taek, <Chunghwa Chohwamun (chinaware with cobalt blue drawings of grass and flower) Bowl>
Mixed Soil, Clear Oil, 20 x 15 cm, 2013
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Picture 01
Shin Dong Won, <Watering>, Porcelain, 105 x 185cm, 2009-2013
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Picture 02
Shin Ho Soon, <Sleeping Water – Swallowing Shadow>,
Stencil, Digital Print and Silicon on Paper, 60 x 60cm, 2013
Picture 03
Noh Se Hwan, <Jajanmyeon Restaurant’s White Porcelains>,
Archival Pigment Print (Photo), Wood and Plastic Bowls (Installation), Installation, 2013
(Lines in the middle)
Diverse pieces in the exhibition draw us to think kitchen tools can be great and beautiful arts, but there is also
an uncomfortable message we get: the metaphor of endless material desires and consumption of contemporary
humans.
Picture 04
Hwang Hyun Seung, <Still-Life>, Oil on Canvas, 130 x 30cm, 2012
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It consists of three sections. The first section is ‘Rediscovering Crafts.’ Both junior and senior artists participated
in the section, and traditional and modern crafts are on the same table at a glance. If you have more sensitive
eyes, you will recognize the old and new styles of crafts are nicely mingled and breathing in the same DNA.
The section two represents ‘Everything is Art.’ Brilliant and imaginative ideas of modern artists are
embodied and reinterpreted through containers. The beauty of ordinary containers shows a new stage of art.
The third section is ‘Making my own tumbler.’ After enjoying the displayed pieces, you and your family can
join this experiential program of making tumblers.
The most interesting pieces in the exhibition are experimental attempts that go beyond common and
traditional boundaries of arts. You might think it is a drawing, but it is actually a photograph or vice versa. Or, it
could be a mix of drawing and photographs. For instance, Kim Shin Hye’s <The Alps> is a drawing of French Evian
water bottle on a Korean traditional paper. Woo Joo Yeon’s <Traveler’s Cup> shows a cup filled with a tree and
monument in the background of a building. Noh Se Hwan’s < White Porcelains at Jajanmyeon (black bean
noddle) Restaurant> is an installation that shows a dramatic contrast with natural wooden structures and plastic
bowls.
Lee Chang Hwa’s <Rhythm>, putting Kaolin (a type of white clay) on a curved shelve, provokes
philosophical imaginations. Why is the title <Rhythm>? There is no one single answer. You can interpret
whatever you want, and you can enjoy finding diverse interpretations. Kim Hyun Joo’s <Disappearing (Hiding
bodies out of sight)> looks as if many food containers are covered with fabrics. You can’t know whether they are
expensive chinaware or cheap plastic cups. Why did the artist hide the faces of the containers?
Diverse pieces in the exhibition draw us to rethink kitchen tools can be great and beautiful arts, but there
is also an uncomfortable message we get: the metaphor of endless material desires and consumption of
contemporary humans. A rice bowl that you use every day can provoke you to have a kind of philosophical
thinking about life.

Everyday + Imagination = Arts
<ART & COOK – Filling with Arts> is a rare success in the Korean art scene. Although it does not depend on
names of artists and is not a traditional exhibition, the event draws popular responses. What would be the
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secret of the success? The exhibition provides an intersection where artists, their work and the audience can
communicate and empathize together.
The artists attempt to show hidden meanings and artistic beauties from ordinary subjects like a rice bowl.
Something that we can just forget or ignore in everyday lives. In this exhibition, the audience find the unique
attempts interesting.
Chief Kim Seok Gyoung who coordinates <ART & COOK – Filling with Arts> says “It is important to see the
work of internationally famous artists, but we organized this exhibition based on the thought that Korean artists’
imaginative work should be reconsidered and promoted. The event shows that everything in our ordinary lives
can be art, thus, not only experienced art fans, but also people who are not familiar with art exhibitions can
easily enjoy this event.”
I heard that a French anthropologist was amazed with <Gakseori Taryoung (Beggar’s song)> while traveling
around Jeolla-do (a southern province in South Korea) and visiting Hampyeong, the home of the song. Even
beggars have artistic achievements in this land. It is not unique that impoverished wanderers had artistic talents
and enjoyed cultural performances in our history. It is just a matter of expression. Everyday swearing words can
be sometimes reinterpreted with artistic meanings. You will find the power of everyday in <ART & COOK – Filling
with Arts>.
Tip The admission fee is affordable. Adult 5,000, and youth and children 3,000.
Written by Lee Myoung Jin (Guest Reporter)
<ART & COOK – Filling with Arts>
Date: December 7th (Sat) – January 22nd 2014 (Wed)
Place: The Main Hall, Sejong Center for the Performing Arts
Inquiry: 02-399-1156
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